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In 1967 Berry Gordy purchased what is now known as Motown Mansion in Detroit's BostonEdison Historic District as his home, leaving his previous home to his sister. William Robinson,
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contains lyrics to all types of music. Fully searchable, lists authors, and many other features. In
1967 Berry Gordy purchased what is now known as Motown Mansion in Detroit's Boston-Edison
Historic District as his home, leaving his previous home to his sister.
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info, bio, media, and store. William Robinson, Jr., who is better known as Smokey Robinson, is
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Smokey Robinson facts: Motown star Smokey Robinson (born 1940), even then he tried barber
school and courses in dentistry before giving his full attention to music. In 1954 he formed a
rhythm and blues group called the Matadors; the name popularity of Robinson's music in Rolling
Stone: "Smokey Robinson is that . Apr 27, 2017. Learn more about Smokey Robinson, a major
force in Motown as a songwriter,. AKA: William Robinson; Nickname: "King of Motown"; Full
Name put out a new album, Timeless Love, which offered Robinson's own take on . William
"Smokey" Robinson, Jr. (born February 19, 1940) is an American singer, songwriter,. Birth name,
William Robinson, Jr.. His uncle Claude gave him the nickname "Smokey Joe" when he was a
TEEN.. Gordy was impressed with Robinson's vocals and even more impressed with Robinson's
ambitious songwriting.
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Apr 27, 2017. Learn more about Smokey Robinson, a major force in Motown as a songwriter,.
AKA: William Robinson; Nickname: "King of Motown"; Full Name put out a new album, Timeless
Love, which offered Robinson's own take on . Learn about Smokey Robinson: his birthday, what
he did before fame, his family life, fun trivia facts, popularity rankings. Birth Sign. Pisces. He was
a big fan of Westerns and thought his uncle's nickname Smokey Joe was a cowboy moniker.
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